Bending properties and fracture mechanism of C/C composites with high density preform
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Abstract: C/C composites with banded structure pyrocarbon were fabricated by fast chemical vapor infiltration (CVI), with C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{6} as carbon source, N\textsubscript{2} as carrier gas, and three-dimensional (3D) 12K PAN-based carbon fabric with high density of 0.94 g/cm\textsuperscript{3} as preform. Experimental results indicated that the fracture characteristics of C/C composites were closely related to the frequency of high-temperature treatment (HTT) at the break of CVI process. According to the load–displacement curves, C/C composites showed a pseudoplastic fracture after twice of HTT. After three times of HTT, load–displacement curves tended to be stable with a decreasing bending strength at 177.5 MPa. Delamination failure and intrastratal fiber fracture were observed at the cross-section of C/C composites by scanning electronic microscope. Because the content of pyrocarbon and fibers has a different distribution in layers, the C/C composites show different fracture characteristics at various regions, which leads to good toughness and bending strength.
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1 Introduction

Carbon/carbon composites (C/C) are used in high-temperature applications, such as rocket nozzles, heat shields for atmospheric reentry, airplane and F-1 brake pads, and furnace components. C/C composites combine the excellent mechanical properties of composites with high-temperature behavior. The highest thermal and mechanical quality is obtained from chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) [1–2]. The high quality is ensured since composites generally consist of fibers surrounded by pyrocarbon matrix. Because high performance C/C composites are extensively used in the fields of national defense and military projects, few data of mechanical properties were reported [3–9]. Thus few data on C/C composites fabricated by high density three-dimensional (3D) preform were reported [10–11].

This work reports the mechanical characteristics of C/C composites fabricated by rapid chemical vapor infiltrating high density 3D preform. Firstly, the densification of high density 3D preform is carried out with fast CVI process and it is of prime importance to infiltrate the right status of pyrocarbon by adjusting CVI parameters. Secondly, different times of high-temperature treatment were carried out for C/C composites during CVI process. Finally, the mechanical properties of C/C composites were characterized so as to optimize the design of preform structure and fabrication process of C/C composites.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials preparation

Carbon fiber preform was 12K PAN-based 3D orthogonal carbon fiber weaves with an initial density 0.94 g/cm\textsuperscript{3} and fiber volume fraction 53.4%. With N\textsubscript{2} as carrying gas and C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{6} as carbon source, C/C composites were fabricated by home-made fast CVI furnace. Repeated cycling “CVI–high temperature treatment (HTT)–CVI” was carried out while deposition temperature remained low (900–1 100 °C). At the break of CVI, the materials were heat treated at 2 300 °C for 2 h to relieve the interfacial stress between carbon fibers and pyrocarbon, and then the pyrocarbon shell around the C/C composites was removed by machining process. The densities were measured by Archimedes law.

2.2 Material characterization

The bending strength of C/C composites were
investigated by using a CSS-44100 electronic universal testing machine. Based on QJ2099—1993 and GB14452—1991 standards, six effective specimens from each sample with finish size of 55 mm×10 mm×4 mm were tested by three-point bending method with loading rate and span of 1.0 mm/min and 40 mm, respectively. The morphologies of fracture were observed by FEI Nova Nano SEM230 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). The microstructure of pyrocarbon was analyzed using optical microscopy with polarized light (Leica Fe3A).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Influence of HTT times on bending properties of C/C composites

The banded structures including rough laminar (RL) pyrocarbon and smooth laminar (SL) pyrocarbon were obtained by controlling CVI parameters. SUN et al [12] indicated that different microstructures show distinct fracture mechanism. Besides the effect of bonding strength of fiber/matrix, different pyrocarbon microstructures lead to dissimilar spreading resistance of cracks along the interfaces. As shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), a layer of RL pyrocarbon (the bright part around fibers in Fig. 1(b)) of about 3–5 μm thickness was first deposited around fiber and then SL pyrocarbon. As we know, RL pyrocarbon is a kind of easy graphitization carbon which provides the suitable bonding strength of fiber/pyrocarbon interface. However, SL pyrocarbon is a kind of more difficult graphitization carbon characterized by excellent mechanical property [13]. Thus, this deposited banded structure can keep C/C composites excellent mechanical property while ensuring no brittle fracture after graphitization. At the same time, the strength of fiber/pyrocarbon interface can also be adjusted by HTT times to elevate toughness property.

Figure 2 shows the densities at different stages during the preparation of C/C composites (N=0, 1, 2, 3 indicates HTT times. The densities are measured after N times HTT). As shown in Fig. 2, the density of C/C composites changed unobviously after twice HTT, and CVI became inefficient and the cost increased. The phenomenon of “sealed hole” is likely to appear during the densification of high density 3D preform. The intermediate heat treatment and surface machining can obviously open the sealed holes [14–16]. However, with the density increasing and holes diminishing and disappearing, the growth of density gradually decreased after CVI.

Figure 3 shows the load–displacement curves of fabricated C/C composites. After HTT, on one hand, the strength of C/C composites decreased due to graphitization. On the other hand, the volume shrinkage promotes the density and bending strength while parts of sealed holes were opened. ZHOU et al [17] considered the ordered arrangement of pyrocarbon atoms almost finished after twice of HTT and the graphitization degree of graphite microcrystalline tended to be stable. As shown in Fig. 3, tubostratic stacking of carbon matrix led to great interface bonding force of matrix/fiber and the characteristic of bending curve (N=0) showed obvious brittle failure. After once HTT, the characteristic of
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bending curve ($N=1$) shows pseudoplastic fracture. It is important for HTT to open the sealed holes and then the density experiences a great rise after CVI. During the HTT, the ordered arrangement of graphite microcrystalline and the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficient between carbon fiber and pyrocarbon led to comparatively weak interface bonding force of matrix/fiber and pseudoplastic fracture of C/C composites [18]. After twice of HTT, the graphitization ratio of pyrocarbon was raised and then the fracture stress of C/C composites was lowered. After three times of HTT, the density growth of C/C composites reduced and the contribution of ungraphitized pyrocarbon to bending strength also fell. At the same time, the bonding force between layers declined, and the delamination was observed under bending force.

3.2 Bending characteristics and mechanism of C/C composites

The mechanical performance of C/C composites is related not only to the microstructure of pyrocarbon, but also directly to the structure of carbon fiber preform. High HTT times closely influenced the mechanical failure behavior of C/C composites and the fracture characteristics of C/C composites can be divided into two kinds of fracture: interlamination fracture and fracture in $X−Y$ layer.

3.2.1 Characteristics of interlamination fracture

Figure 4 shows the morphology of interlamination fracture of high density 3D orthogonal weaved carbon fiber preform. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that fewer $Z$-axis carbon fiber appeared and $X−Y$ interlayer of preform was the major region of pyrocarbon deposition. As shown in Fig. 4, the bonding force between layers sharply declined after HTT, which led to delaminating of C/C composites along $Z$ axis under bending force. However, 3D C/C composites have a higher bending strength than 2D C/C composites. The bending strength still reaches 177.5 MPa after three times of HTT.

3.2.2 Fracture characteristics in $X−Y$ layer

During the fabrication of C/C composites with fast CVI, gradient pyrocarbon was formed from both the surfaces of preform to inside and surface of fiber bundle to center in $X−Y$ layer. However, because of high fiber volume fraction of the preform, it is difficult to infiltrate pyrocarbon into nucleus and the sealed holes led to hollow inside. The fabricated C/C composites after three times of HTT were investigated in details as follows.

As shown in Fig. 5, an $X−Y$ layer was chosen to analyze from the delamination of C/C composites in Fig. 4. Figure 5(a) shows the brittle failure of pyrocarbon and peeling of carbon fibers. Figure 5(b) shows the fracture of carbon fibers with pyrocarbon coating. Figure 5(c) shows the morphology of carbon fibers pulled out and fractured. The position of Figs. 5(a), (b) and (c) from surface to center of the layer is marked on Fig. 5(d). Interlaminar surface was deposited sufficient pyrocarbon, while the center of the bundle has the lowest pyrocarbon content due to high fibers volume fraction and fewer hole. Therefore, cyclical arrangement of each fracture surface showed brittle failure of pyrocarbon and debonding of fiber–fracture of fibers coated by pyrocarbon–pulling out of carbon fibers.

3.2.3 Fracture mechanism

In the high density preform, the schematic diagrams shown in Fig. 6 are often characterized by weaving style and different fiber volume fraction or bundle size. And each status in Fig. 6 occupies corresponding volume percentage. The same case is found in Fig. 7 in the C/C composites. It is conceivable that they play an important role in densification and mechanical properties.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), laminar pyrocarbon orderly grew around each carbon fiber. When bending force was loaded, the applied force between carbon matrix and fibers was transferred to interfacial shear stress. Delamination of fibers and matrix appeared and stepped
Fig. 5 Fracture characteristics in \( X—Y \) layer: (a) Brittle failure; (b) Fracture of coated fibers; (c) Fibers pulled out; (d) Fracture position indication in \( X—Y \) layer

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of distribution of pyrocarbon with different fibers arrangement: (a) Single fiber or bundle; (b) Closely stacked fibers or bundles

Fig. 7 Micro-morphologies of fracture in two different pack-scabbard structures: (a) Single fiber; (b) Closely stacked fibers
fracture of adjoining laminar pyrocarbon occurred. Then, the orientation of crack initiation along laminar pyrocarbon deflected. Therefore, the strain of materials was elevated. The fibers were pulled out when the fracturing stress exceeded the interfacial frictional force and fracture toughness of laminar pyrocarbon. On the contrary, fiber breaking or fiber peeling was observed when the fracturing stress was lower than interfacial frictional force and fracture toughness of laminar pyrocarbon [19–21].

As shown in Fig. 7(b), pyrocarbon is difficult to deposit onto adherent point and inside of the tightly stacked fibers. Thus, single fiber cannot be totally coated by pyrocarbon and just coated as bundle. Then, pyrocarbon is easy to shear failure under lower stress and fibers fail to play a full reinforced role. Therefore, small-tow carbon fiber will be a better way to keep carbon fiber performance for the same fiber volume fraction preform and C/C composites are expected to have better mechanical properties.

4 Conclusions

1) C/C composites were fabricated by CVI with high density 3D orthogonal carbon fiber preform. After HTT at 2 300 °C, the characteristic of bending curve showed pseudoplastic fracture. With increasing the HTT times, the density increasing rate of C/C composites gradually declined and the bending strength successively lowered. After three times of HTT, delamination failure of C/C composites occurred under the action of bending force. Based on experimental results, twice of HTT was suggested.

2) Delamination failure and layer fracture were the main fracture features of C/C composites. The characteristic of the intrasubstrate fracture showed obvious subregion fracture, and cyclical arrangement of fracture feature was observed. 3) C/C composites fabricated with high density 3D preform can provide an excellent bending property. Fewer Z-axis carbon fibers were considered to be the main reason of delamination failure. Large-tow carbon bundle lowered the efficiency of pyrocarbon infiltration and hollow structure was easy to form which reduces the mechanical properties of C/C composites.
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摘  要：以丙烯作为碳源，氮气作为载气，采用初始密度为 0.94 g/cm$^3$ 三维正交 PAN 基 12 K 炭纤维预制体，利用自制的快速 CVI 炉制备基体热解炭结构为带状结构的 C/C 复合材料。力学性能测试结果表明，材料的弯曲断裂特征与制备过程中受到的高温热处理次数有关。从载荷－位移曲线来看，当 C/C 复合材料经过两次热处理时，C/C 复合材料呈明显假塑性断裂特征。当 C/C 复合材料经过三次热处理时，载荷－位移曲线趋于稳定平滑，抗弯强度降低。从 C/C 复合材料断面的 SEM 图可以观察到材料断裂可以分为层间断裂和层内断裂，而层内断裂又因热解炭填充密度变化呈明显的分区断裂。由于热解炭和纤维含量在 C/C 复合材料中分布的差异，材料在不同的区域表现出不同的断裂特征，从而使得材料具备良好的弯曲强度同时具有一定的韧性特征。
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